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For every positive integer k, we present an oriented graph Gk such that deleting
any vertex of Gk decreases its oriented chromatic number by at least k and deleting
any arc decreases the oriented chromatic number of Gk by two.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
Oriented graphs are directed graphs without opposite arcs. The oriented
chromatic number o(H) of an oriented graph H is defined to be the mini-
mum order of an oriented graph H$ such that H has a homomorphism to
H$. In other words, o(H) is the minimum positive integer m such that there
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exists a proper (in usual sense) colouring f of V(H) with m colours with the
additional property that
\v, w, u, z # V(H)
[vw # E(H), uz # E(H) 6 f (v)= f (z)] O f (w){ f (u). (1)
Several properties of oriented chromatic numbers differ from those of the
(ordinary) chromatic number (see, e.g., [1, 3, 5]). In this note, we observe
one more distinction. Deleting a vertex or an edge from a graph decreases
its chromatic number by at most one. For the oriented chromatic number,
this is not true.
Observation 1. (i) If for some oriented graph H and some v # V(H),
o(H&v)k, then o(H)2k+1. On the other hand, for every positive
integer k, there exist an oriented graph Hk and a vertex v # V(Hk) such that
o(Hk)=2k+1 and o(Hk&v)=k.
(ii) For every oriented graph H and (v, u) # E(H),
o(H&(v, u))o(H)&2. (2)
Studying colour-critical (w.r.t. usual chromatic number) graphs helped
to understand some properties of the chromatic number. In view of (2), we
call an oriented graph H deeply critical if, for every (v, u) # E(H),
o(H)&o(H&(v, u))=2. (3)
The oriented 5-cycle C9 5 is an example of a deeply critical graph: o(C9 5)=5
and for every arc e in C9 5 , o(C9 5&e)=3.
The main result of this note is that there are infinitely many deeply
critical graphs.
Theorem 2. For every positive integer k, there exists a deeply critical
graph Gk such that o(Gk)&o(Gk&v)k for every v # V(Gk).
2. PROOFS
Proof of Observation 1. In order to prove (i), fix an oriented colouring
f of H&v with at most k colours, say, 1, ..., k. Define the colouring f $ of
H as follows:
f (x), if x # V(H)"(N+(v) _ [v]),
f $(x)={k+ f (x), if x # N+(v),2k+1, if x=v.
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Observe that
(a) colour 2k+1 is used only for v;
(b) the colours used for N+(v) are distinct from those used for
N&(v);
(c) if any two vertices x and y have the same colour in f $ then they
have the same colour in f.
This implies that f $ is an oriented colouring.
In order to show that the bound is sharp, consider the following con-
struction described by Sopena in [5]. Let H$ and H" be disjoint oriented
graphs and let the graph H be obtained by adding a new vertex v and arcs
(w$, v) for every w$ # V(H$) and (v, u") for every u" # V(H"). Then o(H)=
o(H$)+o(H")+1. This yields (i), if we take as H$ and H" two isomorphic
oriented graphs with oriented chromatic number k.
To prove (ii), consider an oriented colouring f of H&(u, v) with the
minimum number (say, k) of colours. Then the colouring f $ defined by
f (x), if x{u, v,
f $(x)={k+1, if x=u,k+2, if x=v,
is an oriented colouring of H. This proves (ii).
Proof of Theorem 2. It is enough to prove the theorem for some infinite
sequence k1 , k2 , ... . We deliver the proof in a series of claims.
Let Tm be the set of ternary vectors of length m. Let also T $m be the sub-
set of vectors in Tm whose entries are zeros and ones and T"m be the subset
of vectors in Tm whose entries are zeros and twos. Clearly for every t" # T"m
there exists exactly one t$ # T $m such that t"=t$+t$.
The following two claims are evident.
Claim 1. Every t # Tm is a sum of two vectors in T $m .
Claim 2. For every t" # T"m , there is only one way to represent t" as a
sum of two vectors in T $m (namely, t"=t$+t$, where t$=t"2).
Let p=3m and q=2p&1. Let Vm=[0, 1, ..., q&1] and for v, w # Vm , let
d(v, w)=min[v&w(mod q), w&v(mod q)]. Then for any distinct v, w # Vm ,
we have
1d(v, w)p&1. (4)
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To every integer v, 0vp&1, we can assign the m-dimensional ternary
vector t(v) whose entries are the first (from the right) m digits of the
ternary expansion of the number v. (For example, if v=11 and m=4, then
t(v)=(0, 1, 0, 2).) This correspondence is one-to-one.
Let Dm be the oriented graph with V(Dm)=Vm such that
(u, v) # E(Dm) if and only if v&u(mod q)<p
and t(d(v, u)) # T $m . (5)
Remark 1. If t(d(u, v)) # T $m , then d(u, v)3m&1+3m&2+ } } } +1=
( p&1)2=(q&1)4.
Claim 3. o(Dm)=q.
Proof. Let u and v be arbitrary distinct vertices of Dm . By (4) and
Claim 1, t(d(u, v)) is a sum of two vectors in T $m . Hence, by (5), there is
an oriented path of length at most two (of length one if t(d(u, v)) # T $m)
either from u to v or from v to u. Therefore, in any oriented colouring of
Dm the vertices u and v must have different colours. This proves the claim.
Claim 4. For every e # E(Dm),
o(Dm&e)=q&2.
Proof. Because of the symmetry, we may assume that e=(0, v) where
t(v) # T $m . Let f (0)= f (2v)=1 and f (v)= f (q&v)=2. Let all other vertices
get different colours from 3 to q&2.
Due to Remark 1 and the absence of e, Dm&e has no arcs with the tail
in [0, 2v] and the head in [v, q&v]. By Claim 2 and Remark 1, Dm&e has
no oriented paths of length at most two between 0 and 2v and between
q&v and v. It follows that colouring f of Dm&e satisfies (1) and thus
o(Dm&e)q&2. The lower bound on o(Dm&e) follows from Observation 1.
Claim 5. For every x # V(Dm),
o(Dm&x)q&\
m
m+12 |+ .
Proof. Because of the symmetry, we may assume that x=0. Let T 0m be
the set of vectors in T $m with exactly W m+12 X ones. Let V 0=[v # Vm | v<p
and t(v) # T 0m] and V
&0=[q&v | v # V 0]. For every v # V 0, we define
f (v)= f (q&v)=cv where cv are distinct for distinct v. All other vertices are
coloured with different colours. If f is a proper oriented colouring of
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Dm&0, then o(Dm)q&( mW(m+1)2X) and the claim is proved. So, let us
show that f is a proper oriented colouring of Dm&0.
First we prove that V 0 _ V &0 is an independent set in Dm&0. If some
vertices v, u # V 0 _ V &0 are adjacent, then u, v, and 0 form a triangle in Dm
which by Remark 1 is transitively oriented. Therefore by (5), T $m contains
three non-zero vectors t1 , t2 , and t3 such that
(a) t1+t2=t3 and
(b) at least two of t1 , t2 , and t3 belong to T 0m .
But for (a) to hold, we need that the ones in t1 and t2 be in disjoint coor-
dinates and that the number of ones in t3 be the sum of the numbers of
ones in t1 and t2 . The former condition violates the possibility that both t1
and t2 are in T 0m (since every w # T
0
m has more than m2 ones) and the
latter condition violates the possibility that both t1 and t3 (or t2 and t3) are
in T 0m (since every w # T
0
m has the same number of ones).
Next we observe that for every v # V 0, there is no oriented path of length
two between q&v and v. This follows from Claim 2 and Remark 1. Thus,
f satisfies (1), and the claim holds.
Claims 4 and 5 yield the theorem for km=( mW(m+1)2X). By the first
paragraph of the proof, we are done.
3. COMMENTS
The proof of Theorem 2 shows that for infinitely many integers q, there
are deeply critical graphs with oriented chromatic number q such that
deleting any vertex decreases the oriented chromatic number by at least
qlog3 2- log q=q0.6309 } } } - log q. The statement (i) of Observation 1 shows
that sometimes we make the oriented chromatic number twice less by delet-
ing a vertex. It would be interesting to find out if there are infinitely many
(not necessarily deeply critical) graphs in which deleting any vertex decreases
the oriented chromatic number by at least one percent.
Although we present deeply critical graphs only with a very specific
number of vertices (namely, with the number of the form 2 } 3m&1),
experimenting on a computer indicates that deeply critical graphs on q
vertices with oriented chromatic number q might exist for all odd q>31.
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